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Part One: Here Comes the Bride 

The prologue to the Wife’s tale is the only one in the Canterbury Tales that is longer than its 

corresponding story. The Wife of  Bath’s thorough introduction is a testament to the effort Chaucer 

exerted in portraying an intelligent and self-assertive female. Her tale attempts to capture “What thyng 

… that wommen moost desiren” (904-905). We must first analyze the coloration of  this narrator so 

that we can recognize the shadows she casts upon her characters and their moral conclusions. To 

understand the inner layers of  the tale, we must sift through this extensive prologue for the identity 

and reliability of  the Wife of  Bath. 

The opening line of  the prologue: “Experience, though noon auctoritee” establishes a 

dichotomy central to the Wife of  Bath’s world-view. Experience, to her, is the accumulated wisdom of  

a woman long in contact with the world. “Auctoritee” (a lawful statement or decree) is the 

oppositional male force which imposes laws: it shapes instead of  being shaped. This is the first of  

many distinctions the Wife of  Bath uses to compare the sexes. She proceeds to offer evidence of  her 

experience, “Sith I twelve yeer was of  age/ Housbondes at chirche dore I had fyve” (4-6). She married 

husband number five at age forty and, at the time of  the tale, has been married to him for a few years. 

She details the length of  one of  her four stretches of  widowhood: after burying number four she was 

decked in bridal attire “at the monthes ende” (627). Was our narrator accustomed to quick-changing 

her garments from black to white? Even if  the previous four transition times lasted longer than a 

month each, she has spent roughly 30+ years as a wife. The Wife of  Bath wants to make it clear that 

her life has endowed her enough “experience” to wax on marital woes. Yet we might notice the 

incongruity of  her devotion to this institution and her intention to speak primarily about the “woe” of  

it. 

Following these facts, the Wife of  Bath begins addressing possible judgements her fellow 

journeyers might make about her. Her five husbands were mentioned to showcase her experience, but 

she begins to backpedal in case she looks bad. She confesses that Jesus “taughte he me/ That I ne 
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sholde wedded be but ones.” (12-13). She adds, however, that in all her years no one has clearly 

expounded “[u]pon this nombre diffinicioun” (25) i.e. the proper limit of  husbands a woman is 

allowed to have. For she knows well enough that King Solomon “hadde wyves mo than oon” while 

Jacob and Abraham “hadde wyves mo than two” (57) and “many another holy man also” (58) were 

well known for their polygamy. How is the Wife of  Bath supposed to see her sin in being a five-time 

bride when righteous men took many wives (at the same time) with God’s approval? Providing 

scripture to pose these contradictions to her audience suggests she has overcome any conflict between 

her sense of  self  and her religion. Ultimately, the Wife of  Bath has rationalized her lifestyle and is 

nothing less than gracious for it: “Yblessed be God that I have wedded fyve!/ Welcome the sixte, 

whan that evere he shal. For sothe, I wol nat kepe me chaast in al” (43-45). We might consider it 

curious that our narrator believes that at 40 + (an age above the average life expectancy in 13th 

century England) she can outlive husband number 5 (who we subsequently learn is 20 years younger).  

After explaining away her multiple marriages, the Wife of  Bath’s argument turns to justify the 

forfeiture of  her maidenhood (3 decades ago). Quite dryly, she asserts “The dart is set up for 

virginitee:/ Cacche whoso may, who renneth best lat see” (75-76). Many women wish to stay perfect 

and pure but if  every woman alive pledged herself  to chastity, only those able to outrun the men could 

keep their commitment. A few lines later she states “Al were it good no womman for to touche… For 

peril is bothe fyr and tow t’ assemble” (87-89). The active force of  the infinitive “to touch” belongs to 

the male. He is fire which consumes the flammable female tow. 

Even after acknowledging that chastity is often wrenched from a women (and many of  the 

Canterbury Tales, including her own, offer evidence of  this) the Wife of  Bath continues to argue why 

a deflowered female can still be a proud and pious Christian woman. She poses the ancestral promise 

that “God bad us for to wexe and multiplye;/ That gentil text kan I wel understonde” (28-29). Some 

women must have sex to sire children, to fulfill God’s plan for Abraham’s sons to be as numerous as 

the stars. However, this argument rests on an aspect of  womanhood noticeably absent from the Wife 
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of  Bath’s prologue: literally any mention of  maternity. Never once does she speak of  her own 

children. Not even when looking for grounds to guilt her husband does she allude to the labors of  

childbirth or rearing.  

Her type of  marriage does not fulfill the command to “increase and multiply.” Why would the 

Wife of  Bath stress the need for seeds to be sown if  she’s never actually conceived a child? If  she’s not 

a mother than the argument she provides to substantiate having intercourse is not relevant to her own 

life. Our narrator offers procreation again and again as an excuse for sex throughout the prologue, 

unaware that her audience might notice that motherhood is absent from her experience. This omission 

casts doubt on her credibility in another respect as well. Can she really speak for “all woman” if  her 

femininity is devoid of  maternal instinct or empathy?  

Almost as if  unconvinced by her own “increase and multiply” argument, this Wife makes it 

clear that sexually active women are innately inferior to virgins. She knows God dispenses grace and 

fortune in different increments to all. “Nat every vessel al of  gold;/Somme been of  tree,... everich 

hath of  God a propre yifte, Som this, som that, as hym liketh shifte” (100-104). While virginity and 

lifelong devotion to the Church makes a soul sublime, the Wife of  Bath thinks married life is still a 

“proper gift” from God. Our narrator admits “I nyl envye no virginitee./ Lat hem be breed of  pured 

whete-seed,/ And lat us wyves hoten barly-breed” (142-144). If  a girl’s virginity is unwillingly stripped 

away or bartered off  by her father, than that factor alone would determine whether a woman has the 

virtue of  a virgin. But in the Wife of  Bath’s world, the “barley breed” wife is composed of  something 

entirely separate from the “pure white seed” woman. (Could this suggest a pure-souled virgin forcibly 

assaulted is irrevocably stained? Or is every barley breed woman just born that way?) The Wife of  

Bath believes some inferior quality makes the barley breed woman susceptible to male persuasion and 

pursuit. But what is this quality exactly, that which drags her feet in the race for virginity? We might 

reframe this question by asking what sinful pleasure do such women gain from their sexual sacrifice?  
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Our narrator is committed to “bistowe the flour of  al [her] age/ In the actes and in fruyt of  

mariage” (113-114). But it’s unclear exactly what she harvests from this contract. The Wife of  Bath 

rarely implies that she derives pleasure from sexual acts, often flaunting her first three husbands’ 

overwhelming hunger and her indifference. It doesn’t appear that sexual satisfaction is her primary 

motivation. She blithely states “sith I hadde hem hoolly in myn hond,/ And sith they hadde me geven 

al hir lond,/ What sholde I taken keep hem for to plese,/ But it were for my profit and myn 

ese?” (211-214). Is it purely her husband’s assets that the Wife of  Bath seeks: acquisition of  his title, 

power, and profit?  

This still seems like an insufficient answer. Our speaker admits that at the beginning of  her 

fifth marriage she gives Janekins “al the lond and fee/ That evere was me yeven therbifoore/ But 

afterward repented me ful soore” (630-632). Could she have lived comfortably with the wealth she 

accumulated being “given there before?” Many widows settle down with the funds left to them by the 

deceased, and the Wife of  Bath had collected a large estate over four marriages. She seems surprised 

by the stranglehold Janekins exercises on her and her finances once they are wed, but she should have 

expected nothing less from a scholar (especially a young tenant with no assets of  his own). If  she had 

any offspring she might have forfeited their inheritance by marrying him. Is the Wife of  Bath 

gambling with her fate, betting that she will rule in marriage despite the many religious and academic 

institutions which stack the deck against female dominion? Does she choose a misogynistic clerk to 

increase her challenge and up the stakes? This competitive spirit, her desire to conquer as the 

underdog, might be what separates the barley women from the “pure white seed.”  

The Wife of  Bath next instructs her audience on anatomy, explaining why sex organs exist in 

the first place. She poses the rhetorical question “to what conclusion/ Were membres [made] of  

generacion?” (115-116). Some may offer the partial answer that genitalia “were maked for purgacioun/ 

of  uryne” and “to knowe a femele from a male” (120-122). But the Wife of  Bath challenges any who 

simplify sexual characteristics to support their prudish piety, asking “for noon oother cause - say ye 
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no?” (123). Finally, she stops this inquisition, definitively responding that her “experience woot wel it 

is noght so” (124). Note the reference to her self-proclaimed source of  authority; “experience” gives 

her the right to close the question at hand.  

Though all agree God created each part of  man and woman with purpose, religious individuals 

do not see the existence of  private parts as an open invitation to engage in sex. But our narrator feels 

entitled to this act because such parts were made “to purge uryne, and … [engender]” (134). Again, 

reproduction is at the root of  her argument, substantiating her sexual liberation but only for the sake 

of  motherhood. Though some would swear “bothe up and doun” (119) that the purpose of  such 

parts are strictly based on waste management, her experience has taught her otherwise. The Wife of  

Bath is aware of  the physiological fact that pleasure is a part of  sex. Her hypothetical questions posed 

earlier might have been an attempt to get some audience members blushing. Though she does not 

outright ask, she forces us to wonder, could the physical satisfaction of  sex be part of  God’s plan? 

She hopes “the clerkes be nat with me wrothe” (125) for insisting there is more than one 

purpose to primary sex characteristics. Acknowledging the procreative (and implying the pleasurable) 

purpose of  such parts emphasize the utility of  this act, maybe even lessens the shame associated with 

intercourse. Here we see a microcosmic battle of  the great war between women and scholars. Clerks 

motivated by their “principles” over-emphasize the influence of  reason and minimize that of  passion. 

By diminishing the advantage of  sexual parts, they demonize a major source of  power for womankind: 

that which makes her desirable. Thus, they distort the ancient and natural attractive force of  female 

beauty into an immoral magnet as vicious as the siren’s song.  

However, this Wife knows that reality is larger than what is portrayed by scholarly authority. 

The personal motivations of  pious men restrict the spread of  ideas incompatible with their worldview, 

or antithetical to their preferred power structure. The women must learn their truths through contact 

with the physical realm, abandoning the narrow-minded male doctrines repeated by fathers, brothers, 
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husbands, preachers, (even other women). This is why the Wife of  Bath’s experience seems less 

rational but much richer than the well-controlled and constricted plane of  scholarly authority. 

She concludes her argument, asking “wherwith sholde” a husband “make his paiement/ If  he 

ne used his sely instrument?” (131-132). Twenty lines later she boasts “In wyfhod I wol use myn 

instrument/ As frely as my makere hath it sent” (150). While a man employs his instrument out of  

obligation, a woman exercises hers with a free will endowed to her by God. Yet, we might wonder 

what exactly the Wife of  Bath imagines her “instrument” to be. Is it so much an appendage in her 

mind, or does it represent the combined power of  all her alluring feminine characteristics? She could 

conceivably be speaking about her womb, but we’d arrive at the same dissonance between her actual 

sexuality and the one which is allowed by divine law. Regardless, it is important that the Wife of  Bath 

believes woman has her own instrument to wield, a tool which she can use whenever it pleases her.  

After espousing radical views of  what a wife should be, our speaker still tries to prove that her 

views are consistent with the Christian construct of  marriage. She states: “Right thus the apostel 

tolde... oure housbondes… to love us [wives] weel” (160-161). However, the apostle she is referencing, 

Paul, tells us in Timothy “A woman must learn quietly with all submissiveness. But I do not allow a 

woman to teach or exercise authority over a man” (Timothy 2. 11-12). Left alone, a woman cannot 

practice religion or pray without a male’s interpretive guidance. How is this reconcilable with the Wife 

of  Bath’s conviction to interpret scripture in her own way? She is willing to isolate a portion of  Paul’s 

command in Ephesians that “husbands ought to love their wives as their own bodies” (Ephesians 

5.28) without considering his explicit instruction a few lines before that “wives should submit to their 

husbands in everything” (Ephesians 5. 24). Are we to believe the Wife of  Bath is not intelligent 

enough to recognize the anachronism of  her citation? Does she not know that Paul would disagree 

completely with the line directly preceding her mention of  him, where she insists “I have the power 

durynge al my lyf/ Upon his propre body, and noght he” (158-159)? Paul makes it clear that a wife is 

not entitled to her husband’s love unless she is the partner who demonstrates obedience and servility. 
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In light of  this, we must wonder whether we’re supposed to respect or ridicule the Wife of  

Bath’s rhetorical strategies. Only by splicing off  sections of  religious authorities can she find text 

compatible with her reality. Maybe her ability to include small sections of  scripture in her argument is 

proof  of  the problems involved with scholarly citation. An individual can easily distort the words of  

ancient texts and scripture by taking lines in isolation. Maybe she learned this tactic from men who 

have hurled half  quotes at her throughout her life. But her deceit does not stop at partial truths or 

purposeful omission of  certain information. Our narrator frequently confesses that the arguments she 

throws at men are complete “falsity.” If  lies and deceit are a fixture of  her livelihood, can we trust her 

self-portrayal and social commentary in this prologue? Should we take her candid confession of  falsity 

as a testament to her reliability? Maybe women don’t have a lower standard of  logic but are, by 

necessity, compelled to use different debate strategies.  

Part Two: Steps to Sovereignty 

The Wife of  Bath invites all “wise wyves” to adopt her venerable practise of  securing a 

husband’s love and devotion. She sees her method as a means of  ruling, saying “I governed hem so 

wel, after my law” that each of  her husbands were “ful blisful” (219-220). It’s certain that our narrator 

imagines herself  to be a benevolent sovereign, though her methods are not always entirely honest. But 

even the Philosopher King relies on the noble lie. And Machiavelli tell us that “Princes who have 

accomplished great deeds are those who have... known how cunningly to manipulate men’s 

mind” (The Prince, XVII). In the Wife of  Bath’s case, devious methods may be justified as long as 

they sustain love in matrimony. Swelling with pride, the Wife of  Bath says “For half  so boldely kan 

ther no man/ Swere and lyen, as a womman kan” (227-228). Our narrator sees this proclivity for 

insincerity as a wonderful attribute of  woman, not a source of  shame but a key aspect of  establishing 

sovereignty.  
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The Wife of  Bath reveals her rhetorical strategy through demonstration. She begins by 

ridiculing her husband for having “comest hoom as dronken as a mous, And prechest on thy 

bench” (245-246) about the flaws of  womankind. First, he supposedly scorned the “povre womman” 

because her “costage” (249) is not worth her marital contribution. Next he allegedly disparaged the 

“pride” and “malencolle” of  a wife whose “rich, of  heigh parage” (250-252). She forces us to ask: 

what is a woman to be if  both social inferiority and nobility threaten her groom’s status, diminishing 

him either directly or comparatively? Similarly, both the absence and presence of  beauty in a woman 

affect her husband’s self-confidence. If  “she be fair” she “is assailed upon ech a syde” by “every 

holour” [whoremonger] (253-256). Frustrated that the loadstone of  his lust attracts anything other 

than him, he comes to resent the magnetism he is biologically responsive to. However, if, on the other 

hand, “she be foul… she coveiteth every man that she may se” (265-266). This desperation translates 

to devotion when she finds a willing partner. The Wife of  Bath addresses an undeniable, age-old issue 

for womankind, the fact that ideal femininity is suspended between diametric demands. A woman is to 

be both wealthy and dependent, attractive and uninteresting, virginal and sensual- all may change on 

the mercurial insecurities of  her partner.  

To complicate these alluring feminine contradictions, at least one of  our speaker’s partners 

(most likely all of  them) consider her combative list of  complaints an expression of  her zealous 

adoration. Her paranoid stream of  accusations “Yet tikled” her husband’s “herte, for that he/ Wende 

that I hadde of  hym so greet chiertee” [affection] (395-396). Her partner considers her aggression an 

injured manifestation of  deep affection. Thus, the Wife of  Bath illuminates another irrational male 

demand with her passionate, self-assertive speech. A husband wants his wife to be both furious and 

faint-hearted, rebellious and restrained, depending on his mood or the matter at hand. 

Next, the Wife of  Bath needles her man for saying that she’s needy and unsatisfied unless 

constantly displayed, complemented, and celebrated. The idea that she’s demanding or frequently 

upset is just an “old barrelful of  lies!” (302). The incredible irony of  this tirade intensifies. Earlier she 
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was suspicious of  her husband’s interest in other woman, asking “What dostow at my neighebores 

hous?” a potentially innocent question which jumps immediately to jealousy “Is she so fair? artow so 

amorous?” (239-240). Later, she berates her man for “[catching] a fals suspecioun” regarding her 

relations with their “apprentice Janekyn” (303-306). A suspicion she cries is completely unreasonable, 

only after she lingers on the image of  Janekin’s “crispe heer, shynynge as gold so fyn” and admits their 

frequent company. Despite her explicit appreciation for his good looks, she cries “I wol hym noght, 

thogh thou were deed tomorwe!” (307). Though feigning offense at this thought, we learn later that 

the Wife of  Bath considers it wise to find a premature replacement in case her husband suddenly 

drops dead. We can be sure she considered golden-haired Janekins to be an exemplary candidate. 

The Wife of  Bath believes this exhausting style of  debate is the way to make man yield to the 

wilder species. She continues to list complaints, claiming her husband “liknest eek wommenes love to 

helle/ To bareyne lond, ther water may nat dwelle” (371-372). Along with many other destructive 

forces, he supposedly compares wives to “wilde fyr” that will “consume every thyng” (373-375). This 

metaphor is a complete inversion of  the fire and tow image used earlier to explain rape. In the clerk’s 

universe, man is the one helplessly devoured by female flames. The Wife of  Bath hopes to expose how 

prejudicial and perverted such “scholarly” statements are. 

Now, she swore to her “olde housbondes,” that all these things “they seyden in hir 

dronkenesse” (380-381). Yet she admits to her audience that “al was fals” about these accusations, and 

that she “took witnesse... Janekyn, and on my nece also” to corroborate these specious allegations 

(383-384). (She would not have to fabricate “false” complaints for Janekins. This begs the question, 

are her steps to sovereignty tailor-made for certain kinds of  men? Does this rhetorical exhaustion 

strategy only work on partners that are older, dumber, and more docile?) If  the Wife of  Bath wants to 

convince her audience that the earlier portraits of  women as destructive, diabolical impediments to 

mankind are completely unfair, then why does she cite false quotations with such vindictive force? 
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Perhaps she is sabotaging her own case, providing the audience with evidence of  the very stereotype 

she’s attacking.  

Yet, what other tone is there to take against misogynistic sentiments inexhaustibly spouted by 

“educated” men? The Wife of  Bath says she hears so many “prechestow and seyst [a] hateful 

wyf ” (366) is one of  the most potent “thynges troublen al this erthe” (363). So often is this stance 

repeated that the Wife of  Bath asks “Been ther none othere maner resemblances/That ye may likne 

youre parables to,/ But … a sely wyf[?]” (368-370). Our narrator falsely attributes to her husband the 

sexist opinions she hears with infuriating frequency from scholars and religious persons. She operates 

on the assumption that these attitudes have infiltrated the minds of  all men, preferring to confront 

them instead of  leaving them unsaid.  

Following her flood of  recrimination, the Wife of  Bath demands access to her husband’s 

lockbox for “it is [her] good as wel as [his]” (310). She states “Thou shalt nat bothe, thogh that thou 

were wood/ Be maister of  my body and of  my good;” (313-314). The Wife of  Bath seems to insist 

that despotic male control of  land and money can be countered by a female embargo on sex. The 

frequency of  rape in the Canterbury Tales makes us doubt this sentiment. Maybe she thinks a man 

cannot have mastery over another woman's body unless he has the consent and allegiance of  the 

governed, though he can legally master her assets without her approval. The Wife of  Bath urges 

women to hold the first title hostage to gain leverage over the latter. Still, the implication that all men 

understand the delicate diplomacy of  mastering the female body, or that females can refuse men 

misguided on the issue, is plainly inaccurate (we need only look at her tale). Is this further evidence 

that this Wife presents womankind in in a ludicrous and self-gratifying light? 

As we continue to unravel the reliability of  the Wife of  Bath, finding exaggerations and 

contradictions sewn throughout her speech, her self-portrayal as a free wife exercising her own agency 

in 13th century England seems more and more fantastic. Is this autonomy she thinks she has found, 

and urges other wives to seek, a delusion she indulges in to substantiate a life of  submission? The 
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Wife of  Bath believes herself  capable of  easily escaping the possessive gaze of  any bodyguard, even 

Argus the mythological giant with a hundred eyes. She mockingly asks her man “Sire olde fool, what 

helpeth thee to spyen?” (357) believing all the while no man or beast could successfully keep track of  

her. Even this monstrous, many eyed bulk “In feith, … shal nat kepe” (360) her. The Wife of  Bath 

leaps to this extreme example, imagining herself  capable of  escaping the eyesight of  this all-seeing 

creature. Maybe many of  her statements present women with unrealistic power. Further, is the “female 

instrument” just a figment of  her imagination in a world where women have no weapons?  

Yet, if  the Wife of  Bath genuinely established sovereignty five different times with each 

husband’s permission, then there must be something credible about the dubious feminine power she 

describes. Her life experience testifies to the existence of  this female instrument. 

Part 3: The Test Subjects 

It seems necessary to examine the Wife of  Bath’s process of  establishing sovereignty in 

practice, to gauge the efficiency of  her strategies and how they have evolved across these five men. 

Five husbands may sound like a significant sample size, but it’s proper to look for particularities and 

patterns in these five men that might undermine the generalizations this Wife makes.  

Our narrator is exceedingly scarce in the information she provides about the first three 

husbands. Early on she establishes that there were two distinct eras, “thre of  hem were goode, and 

two were badde” (196). The Wife of  Bath dotes on the finer features of  this first set “The thre were 

goode men, and riche, and olde;” but humorously adds their inability to fulfill “the statut holde/ In 

which … they were bounden unto me” (197-199). She mentions their diminished virility to show us 

the assumed aspects of  marriage (like consummation) weren’t always available to her.  

Given away at the onset of  adolescence (12 years old) marriage was obviously nonnegotiable 

for the Wife of  Bath, a necessary fact of  life which she had to find a taste for (or live in constant 

disdain). She learned to play as if  pleased, but fornication with the first three husbands was something 

she had to “endure,/ And make me a feyned appetit;/ And yet... hadde [she] nevere delit” (416-418). 
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These men might help explain our speaker’s lust for dominance, having few other pleasures to pacify 

her at the onset of  marriage. Her youth and beauty created a serious power indifference in these 

relationships, providing (most likely) her first real opportunity to control another in her life. Without 

anything else to thrill her, she relished taunting them, laughing at how “pitously a-nyght [she] made 

hem” sweat (202). In this era of  “good” old men, the Wife of  Bath first encounters the easily 

inflamed sexual appetite of  the opposite sex, an urge she learns to feed or fast whenever it suits her. 

The fourth and fifth husbands, members of  the “bad” set, deviate quite drastically from the 

anility, servility, and impotence of  the first three. Fortunately, she spends more time unpacking these 

men. Immediately after introducing him, the Wife of  Bath addresses her fourth husband's infidelity, 

saying “My fourthe housbonde was a revelour --/ This is to seyn, he hadde a paramour” (454-455). 

What a shock it must have been to transition from men incapable of  satisfying her in bed, to a partner 

who was not satisfied by her alone. Number four challenged the authority-through-sexual-monopoly 

she had long cultivated in marriage. Indeed, the Wife of  Bath “hadde in herte greet despit/ That he of  

any oother had delit” (481-482). But even though he outsourced the appetite that helped establish her 

dominion, she finds other ways to “[frye hym in] his owene grece” (487). Resolved to squash her 

partner’s insurrection, she imagines herself  as an instrument of  divine justice: “By God, in erthe I was 

his purgatorie,/ For which I hope his soule be in glorie” (490-491). We can be sure that part of  this 

punishment consisted of  a thorough tongue lashing. We also know the Wife of  Bath administered her 

husband some of  his own medicine, flaunting her friendship with young Janekins. We might wonder 

whether number four’s infidelity made her more comfortable with scheming early for number five. 

The Wife of  Bath finds another explanation for why she flirts with Janekin in her husband’s 

absence. She uses an analogy of  necessity. She says “I holde a mouses herte nat worth a leek/ That 

hath but oon hole for to sterte to,/ And if  that faille, thanne is al [lost]” (572-574). Man represents 

refuge and shelter for a scurrying little mouse. If  suddenly the man (or mouse hole) were to disappear, 

then she would be left helpless and homeless. It is keen foresight which leads her to preempt such 
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desperation, providing herself  a sure alternative in Janekins. But this is not the only animal our 

narrator relates herself  (or her gender) to in the prologue. She is sometimes cat or even lion-like, 

depending on the point she’s making. Does she really think that females yearn for an accommodating 

man to be completely dependent upon, much like a mouse racing for cover? No, we know she 

imagines herself  to be stubborn, fiery, and self-efficacious. Plus, this mouse actually inherits the estates 

of  her deceased men, meaning she can provide for herself  and need not seek another opening. This is 

just another example of  the Wife of  Bath’s ability to flip-flop an established feminine trait so as to 

conveniently cinch one of  her arguments. Stressing the misogynistic concept of  female dependency, 

she makes her extramarital flirtation look like something innocent.  

Early in the couple’s courtship, the Wife of  Bath tells a strange lie to enchant Janekins, a 

strategy she’s dusted off  from her mother’s old methods. She confides that he was in her dreams, a 

confession which grants him conquest of  her bed and access to the inner workings of  her 

subconscious self. She admits she “mette of  hym al nyght” (579), lying supine she at first believes 

Janekins is preparing to kill her, but she never clarifies if  this occurs. Next, she “sees” in this false 

fantasy that her bed is blood-soaked. Presumably still alive (given that she can see) we’re left to 

imagine where the blood has pooled from. Did blood spill during the sacrifice of  her maidenhood? 

One problem: this Wife is a vocal veteran of  sexual encounters. The source of  the blood is still 

unspecified and Janekins culpability in the matter is still unsure, yet the Wife of  Bath does not linger 

on the nightmarish aspects of  this dream. She concludes her artifice with an interpretation, most likely 

batting lashes as she boasts that “blood bitokeneth gold” (581). One might think this convoluted 

image is not sure to cement a man's affection, but her mother swears by it for a reason: it’s effective.  

The Wife of  Bath clearly understands the subliminal effect of  these bizarre images and 

associations, presenting herself  in complete surrender and promising a profusion of  wealth. She 

admits to her audience that “al was fals” about this dream that she “dremed of  ... right naught” (582). 

It was created for the purposes of  manipulation. Our narrator tells us she inherited this tactic from 
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her mother: “I folwed ay my dames loore/ As wel of  this as of  othere thynges moore” (583-584). 

This is the first kind of  female authority we hear of, information relayed from mother to daughter, 

unlike the self-learnt lessons of  experience. But the passage of  information between women is not like 

the impression of  texts upon a young man. This female flow of  wisdom winds through tributaries of  

truth substantially different than the scholar’s large river of  library rows. The experience and effect of  

her mother’s dream seems too cryptic and contorted to be wholly understood by science or 

psychology. Inexplicable as it may be, these strange female enchantments eventually take hold of  

Janekin, prompting him to pick a wife twice his age. 

When her fourth husband dies, the Wife of  Bath is prepared to move on immediately. We 

know she harshly judged her husband’s betrayal and envisioned herself  as an agent of  retribution, 

believing she could purge the sin from him. Could this self-appointment as judge possibly incite her to 

take his life? Consider how conveniently his death gets her closer to her desires (young Janekin) and 

whether she has genuinely forgiven him for his faithlessness. She puts little money and effort into his 

internment, saying “It nys but wast to burye hym preciously” (500). At his funeral she pretends to be 

sorrowful, but is too busy admiring the fine “paire/ Of  legges and of  feet so clene and faire” (598) 

belonging to Janekin. The sparseness of  certain information in this timeline, such as the details of  his 

death, also make us suspicious. To be fair, she does not describe the cause of  death of  any of  her 

husbands. And just because this fourth man’s passing was in her best interest does not mean she 

facilitated it. However, the idea that the Wife of  Bath could be a black widow is not out of  the 

question. Many of  her words and mannerisms urge the audience to ask themselves how far-reaching 

her treachery might be. 

Though the “joly clerk, Jankyn … was so [courteous]” (628) during their brief  courtship, he 

molts into something else after our speaker adopts his surname. The Wife of  Bath admits that number 

five was “to me the mooste shrewe;/ That feele I on my ribbes al by rewe” (505-506). She follows this 

admission of  spousal abuse by addressing another physical element of  their relationship, saying “in 
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oure bed he was so fressh and gay” (508). It’s immediately apparent that this relationship is unlike any 

before. Janekins has observed her steps to sovereignty first-hand. He knows all her tricks and will stop 

her verbal tirades with brute force. Plus, the youthful beauty that once captivated and controlled her 

first three husbands is now this young man’s asset in marriage. In many ways, Janekins Bath presents 

the ultimate challenge to our narrator’s style of  government - a young, wild, and well-read man who's 

played witness to her schemes; who believes his fists can end a fight. He is the perfect test subject to 

prove the efficacy of  her steps to sovereignty. At first she’s helplessly taken with him, admitting 

“thogh he hadde me bete on every bon,/ He koude wynne agayn my love anon” (510-511). Powerless 

to his volatile swings of  passion, the Wife of  Bath had always played the role of  the drug, not the 

junkie (certainly in the first three marriages). While number four only challenged her sexual 

sovereignty, Janekins tests every tactic our narrator has accumulated over 28 years of  marriage.  

Is the Wife of  Bath’s longing for this young man really a result of  his extreme rebellion against 

her government style? Once married Janekins reveals total distrust of  all things female, but before that 

he played accomplice in many of  this Wife’s earlier schemes: he testified falsely to the comments her 

last husband made while drunk, he openly flirted with a wedded women in the absence of  her partner, 

and made a contract contingent upon this other man’s death. Has he grown afraid of  female treachery 

after witnessing firsthand it’s capabilities? Of  course, acquisition of  land is another obvious motivation 

for marriage. Just like the vows the Wife of  Bath made in her adolescence with much older men, this 

young fellow might be seeking money and security from an older woman more eagerly than physical 

or emotional satisfaction. It’s clear that our narrator has met her match in Janekin, his insubordination 

challenges her established rule yet reflects that unruliness she long cultivated in herself. She explains 

her temptation to wrestle with an obstinate partner, believing this to be a principle of  the fickle female 

nature. She presents an axiom of  female attraction saying “Forbede us thyng, and that desiren we;/ 

Preesse on us faste, and thanne wol we fle” (519-520). Given the dichotomous attributes man desires 

in woman, which the Wife of  Bath discussed earlier, it might be fair to say that men also follow this 
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paradoxical law of  love and desire. Much about this rule remains a mystery and would require another 

essay to unpack. Yet it is certainly what makes Janekin’s difficulty level so delicious to her. 

Nightly, the Wife of  Bath finds Janekins pouring over “this book of  wikked wyves” from 

which he collected “mo legendes and lyves/ Than are of  good woman in the Bible” (685-687). 

Though it does seem like Janekins kept quiet about his anti-woman attitudes until she committed, our 

narrator expects as much from scholars. “For trustesh wel,” she tells us “it is an impossible/ That any 

clerk wol speke good of  wyves” (688). The rules and restrictions that Janekins immediately places on 

his bride reflect these scholarly opinions. He takes complete ownership of  her finances and freedom. 

Yet she resists, saying “Ne I wolde nat of  hym corrected be” (661). This confident opposition to the 

man willing to use brutal coercion might be a front for the audience, expressing her typical pig-headed 

resilience to conceal the effect of  these beatings and bruises. Or maybe the Wife of  Bath really 

believed that female sovereignty in marriage is inevitable, that his rigid requirements and cruel 

punishments would inevitably cave under her control. 

 The prologue concludes with a final showdown between this well-met match. Fuming over 

the fact that, night after night, she is unable to pry Janekins fingers from his sacred sexist text, she 

decides to descend to his level, exploding in a fit of  violence. She rips three pages out of  his book and 

topples him in front of  the fireplace. Unsurprisingly, he counters with a fist to “smoot [her] on the 

heed” (795). Then, the Wife of  Bath employs a classic artifice to scare her hotheaded husband. She 

plays dead. Before he flees the scene of  the crime, the Wife of  Bath begins speaking. Like a 

recognition made in the last moments of  life, she exclaims “O! hastow slayn me, false theef?/ And for 

my land thus hastow mordred me?” (800-801). She accuses Janekins of  the sort of  wickedness, 

treachery, and greed that he (and scholarly tradition) associated with the female temperament. She 

compels him to witness the cognitive dissonance of  his actions and his excuses. Lying enfeebled and 

frail beneath him, he can’t find in her face the image of  female tyranny needed to rationalize his 

“fatal” punch. Despite her conviction that he’s conspired to steal her fortune and murder her, the Wife 
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asks for a final kiss from her beloved. Frozen over with fear, he thaws at this display of  devotion, her 

rage (which also “tickles” his self-importance) is not enough to stem her longing for his love, in fact it 

just might fuel it. Though Janekins immediately blames his wife for getting herself  hit, saying “it is 

thyself  to wyte” (blame) he then outright apologizes “Foryeve it me” (806-807). She responds with 

another smack, but he makes no reciprocal attack. Full of  regret and reverence for his wife, he opts to 

reach accord, knowing further abuse won’t increase his control over the situation.  

Much like the dream, the Wife of  Bath invokes a strange recipe of  violence and falsity (playing 

dead) to gain Janekin’s obedience in this fight. But this time her strategy gets more than a promise of  

marriage. She effectively establishes “By maistrie, al the soveraynetee” she had been denied (818). 

After negotiation, the terms of  sovereignty are settled, “He yaf  me al the bridel in myn hond,/ To han 

the governance of  hous and lond,/ And of  his tonge, and of  his hond also;” (813-815). This strange 

act of  subterfuge is not unlike tactics she’s employed before, but what seems to be most effective is 

her forgiveness in the face of  brutality, her dogged devotion to Janekins even if  he is the cause of  her 

death. Facing the inexhaustible love in his wife’s eye, a level of  commitment he once could not fathom 

in womankind, the sexist axioms he had so long espoused evaporate from his mind. Janekin’s 

newfound faith in his wife leads him to yield her control of  their land and house, speech and action, 

honor and estate. The Wife of  Bath bets all her assets on this young and unruly bachelor, an “unwise” 

investment which yields incredible returns. In addition to his love, Janekins gives his girl total liberty 

and mobility. He states: “Do as thee lust the terme of  al thy lyf ” (820). From that point on, she 

promises, both partners have stayed kind and true, “After that day we hadden never debaat” (822).  

Part 4: Who Painted the Lioness? 

The Wife of  Bath confirms there is something irreconcilable, maybe even mutually exclusive, 

about the influence of  either sex. She tells us that since ancient times “The children of  Mercurie and 

of  Venus/ Been in hir workyng ful contrarius” (697-698). The children of  the former represent 

followers of  scholarly pursuit, the latter that of  female persuasion. She asserts that “Mercurie loveth 
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wysdam and science,” while “Venus loveth ryot and dispence” (699-700). The fact that “ech [force] 

falleth in otheres exaltacioun” makes it seem like these rival forces have equal, opposite sway. Yet, the 

Wife of  Bath stresses the moral superiority of  the masculine search for absolute knowledge, in 

contrast to woman’s selfish urges to brew conflict and spend money. Would man have achieved much 

more if  women did not consistently and selfishly rewind the clock of  progress? A man like Janekin 

might nod vigorously, and point to “Eva first, [who] for hir wikkednesse/ Was al mankynde broght to 

wrecchednesse” (716-717). We might consider it strange that the Wife of  Bath uses the ancient Roman 

figures and astrological bodies of  Venus and Mercury to reinforce this particular separation of  male 

and female (truth seeking and trouble making), one which was greatly strengthened by Judeo-Christian 

scripture (especially Eva the first). Will women always be the more wicked, selfish sex in every great 

history, theology, or mythology? Or is our narrator just unable to imagine anything other than what 

she has been exposed to in the middle ages of  England? 

Even though many of  the Wife of  Bath’s arguments are admittedly disingenuous, there are 

certain misogynistic generalities which she genuinely seems to believe. She says of  the Venus/Mercury 

rivalry that “Oon of  us two moste bowen/ And sith a man is moore resonable/ Than womman 

is” (440-442) he must acquiesce to her irrationality. Strategically, the Wife of  Bath benefits if  her man 

thinks her complaints cannot be exhausted while his reason can. She also brags that “God hath yive... 

Deceite, wepyng, spynnyng … to wommen kyndely, whil that they may lyve” (401-402). This Wife 

sees this capacity for lying and misrepresenting reality as an inherent skill of  womankind. She is proud 

of  this divinely endowed power, but that pride accentuates the moral inferiority of  these “intrinsically” 

feminine tactics. The Wife of  Bath never blames her God or her society for forcing her to use the 

tools of  flattery, exploitation, and deceit in a world where she has little agency or opportunity. 

Experience has shown her that male logic is easily derailed by a woman with her own agenda. She’s not 

concerned whether this feminine capacity is inherited, God-given, or perfected out of  practice - it is a 

rule of  law in her world, not offensive but accurate. 
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But what does the Wife of  Bath accomplish by portraying herself  and her sex in this way, as 

powerful, unreliable, and imperfect creatures? Certain readers might appreciate the way she confronts 

rigid gender roles and radically gives women the right to rule in marriage. Other readers might disavow 

the wanton and duplicitous ways she acquires authority, and how these reinforce the idea that women 

are innately unethical. Some might say she inspires woman to use whatever means necessary in a world 

where misogyny is fundamental to many religious, cultural, and academic institutions. Others might 

insist she is a cold-blooded man killer. 

The words authority and author stem from the Latin “auctor,” a noun meaning seller, writer, 

influencer, or even religious figure. In a man-ruled world the men get to write the books, to chart the 

course of  human history and declare it’s “victors,” to inculcate and educate each male generation so 

the power structure never changes. Railing against the one sidedness of  written histories, the Wife of  

Bath ask her audience “Who peyntede the leon, tel me who?” (692). If  women had the chance to 

author texts would there be equal volumes on the villainy of  each sex? No, the Wife of  Bath tells us. 

There would be tales of  “men moore wikkednesse/ Than al the mark of  Adam may 

redresse” (695-696). Given that every aspect of  this Wife from Bath tumbled from the mind of  a male 

author, we might indeed respond “Who painted the lioness?” Can we trust Chaucer to capture a 

woman in three dimensions honestly and accurately? Are all the absurdities, anachronisms, and 

inconsistencies in her prologue added purely to mock the conclusions women come to by themselves? 

What about the complete absence of  motherhood from his portrayal? Is this evidence of  Chaucer’s 

failure to address true femininity? 

In the general prologue and separate prologues of  other Canterbury travelers, there are flaws 

in the nameless narrators that cast critique on their greater class/title/occupation. One wonders 

whether we’re supposed to be laughing at the Wife of  Bath or along with her, whether we should 

think female sovereignty is a conclusion only this lusty, loony, and unscrupulous five-time bride would 

come to. Though we only know the Wife of  Bath by her marital role and region, it’s undeniable that 
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Chaucer took special care to endow her the nuance and vigor of  a believable individual, her extensive 

prologue reveals a level of  complexity and idiosyncrasy that other characters do not seem to have (The 

Knight, The Clerk, etc.). Though there are certainly imperfections in this character, it would seem 

shallow and sterilized to portray a perfect woman in this collection of  flawed narrators. Let us not 

forget, the Wife of  Bath brings another kind of  knowledge (the experience of  >1/2 of  the 

population!) to light in Middle-Ages literature. She has some cartoonish aspects, some missing pieces, 

but she makes arguments which are not mentioned in male-dominated written histories. Maybe, 

Chaucer deserves praise just for giving this self-righteous woman the chance to speak, for daring to 

paint the lioness.  

Part 5: The Tale 

The beginning lines of  the tale set us “in th’ olde dayes of  the Kyng Arthour” (857) a time in 

England when “Al was... fulfild of  fayerye (fairy)” (859). Other supernatural creatures flourished then, 

like “The elf-queene, with hir joly compaignye” (860). “But” the Wife of  Bath reminds us “now kan 

no man se none elves mo” (864) not since the “lymytours (limiters) and othere hooly freres (friars)” 

crowded “every lond and every streem… Blessynge halles, chambres, kichenes, boures,/ Citees, 

burghes, castels, hye toures…” etc. (867-871). These friars infiltrated every inch of  the country which 

“maketh that ther ben no fayeryes” (872) anymore. Why has our devoutly Christian narrator 

transported us to a pagan era? Does the Wife of  Bath think her tale can only occur in a time when 

fairies dot the forest line and the elf  queen dances freely, before Christendom and it is male enforcers 

banished all mysteries they could not control or comprehend? 

In this ancient realm we meet the protagonist of  our tale, “a lusty bacheler” (883) who, all 

alone, stumbles upon “a mayde walkynge hym biforn” (886). The young girl activates in him a passion 

he does not repress, “By verray force, he rafte hire maydenhed” (888). When word of  this rape travels 

back to court, “kyng Arthour” declares “this knyght for to be deed” (892). It’s unclear whether this 

corporal penalty was applied to all instances of  rape, or reserved for cases where a virgin was 
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victimized. Either way, “By cours of  lawe” this Knight “sholde han lost his heed” (892) but the Queen 

and her ladies intercede, imploring the King to let the women determine this ravager's fate. 

Considering the intimate nature of  the crime, Arthur rightfully concedes his sentencing privileges to 

his wife. 

The Queen first reminds the Knight his death is not out of  the question: “That of  thy lyf  yet 

hastow no suretee” (903). Clemency will be her command, however, if  in a year’s time, he “kanst tellen 

[her]/ What thyng is it that wommen moost desiren” (904-905). Is it strange that female mercy saves 

this rapist from the annihilation entitled to him under man’s law? Maybe not, if  we remember the Wife 

of  Bath begging for a kiss after being “mortally” wounded by Janekins. Why are women consistently 

the voice of  vindication in our narrator’s world, the ones who offer redemption for the unjust abuse 

they (or their kind) endured? Maybe women are wronged so frequently that they are accustomed to 

forgiveness, believing just retribution is not an option available to them. But the Wife of  Bath’s 

leniency makes her husband come to his senses and swear off  spousal abuse. Female mercy effectively 

makes man indebted to the sex he thought could only be owned. This act of  forgiveness forces a male 

to doubt the moral inferiority of  females, for they offer salvation where his fellow man cannot. 

Grateful for this opportunity to redeem himself, the Knight begins his quest. “He seketh every 

hous and every place” hoping “To lerne what thyng wommen loven moost” (921). But he cannot find 

consensus anywhere, let alone “Two creatures accordynge in-feere” (924). Each person he asks 

provides their own particular answer to the question what women love best: “richesse… honour… 

jolynesse… rich array… lust abedde... oftetyme to be wydwe and wedde” (925-928). One might 

wonder whether the responses that the Knight collects are partial answers to the Queen’s question, 

whether women desire many things without restriction. Yet the Knight sees no way of  unifying all of  

these requests into one response. 

Feeling defeated at the year's end, riding homeward bound and anticipating certain death, the 

Knight happens upon a strange sight in the woods. Passing a forest opening, he spies “upon a daunce 
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go/ Of  ladyes foure and twenty, and yet mo” (991-992). Supposing that this mystical sight holds the 

key to the Queen’s quest, he approaches the ladies eagerly. But as “he cam fully there,/ Vanysshed was 

this daunce, he nyste where” (995-996). One shriveled old woman remains in the otherwise emptied 

field. She asks, as if  already knowing, that the Knight has a question in need of  an answer. 

Considering the vanishing act, he witnessed and the venerable wisdom of  the elderly, he still hopes the 

solution to his death-sentence awaits in this wooded recess. He calls out to her as “mother” before 

asking her his question. The aged woman demands payment in the form of  a promise: “The nexte 

thyng that I requere thee,/ Thou shalt it do” (1010-1011). If  he can ensure his absolute, conditionless 

fulfillment of  this future request then she will tell him what women want most. Is it pure coincidence 

that the Knight finds sudden, magical salvation a day before his death sentence? We might wonder 

whether the Queen and her ladies orchestrated this last-minute assistance, planted the magical old 

woman and told her what to request (later on) from the Knight.  

Desperate for a solution to his situation, the Knight pledges his word and the old woman 

promises she has an answer which no woman, regardless of  class or title, will refute. The next day, the 

Knight addresses the court with confidence, he “anon answerde” in a proud “manly voys” (1036). 

“‘My lige lady, generally,’ quod he,/ ‘Wommen desiren to have sovereynetee/ As wel over hir 

housbond as hir love, And for to been in maistrie hym above’” (1037-140). Not a single maiden, wife, 

or widow attending the Knight’s final judgment “contraried that he sayde/ But seyden he was worthy 

han his lyf ” (1044-1045).  

While the Wife of  Bath received sovereignty in all things, the Knight states that woman desires 

it “over hir housbond” specifically. Are these answers identical in practice? Can woman only control 

her estate, her assets, and her house’s honor by making her partner into a willing puppet: telling him 

what to sign and what to say in a world where her signature and speech have no weight? What about a 

widow who has inherited the right to distribute her money and land as she sees fit? Maybe a woman 

can exercise sovereignty over herself  without turning her husband into a mouthpiece. Even in a 
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repressive patriarchal society, it seems bleak and biased to say that women have no mastery except 

when wielding it over men. What about a woman’s own self-sovereignty, what about mastery over 

traditionally feminine fields such as child-rearing, cooking, cleaning, sewing, scavenging, healing? If  

women did not crave a broader sense of  sovereignty in the mystical land of  King Arthur, how are they 

supposed to after the friars forced the fairies from the woods?  

As the Knight realizes his looming death sentence has been lifted, the old woman who ensured 

his exoneration addresses the Queen. It is time to collect on the Knight’s pledge to her: in return for 

saving his life she insists he take her as his wife. The Knight immediately cries out in woe: “Taak al my 

good and lat my body go” (1061) a line eerily similar to the ultimatum the Wife of  Bath offered earlier 

(that a man may have either body or good, not both). But the old woman insists she wants nothing but 

the warmth of  his love. Fuming that he should so “foule disparaged be” (1069) the Knight knows he 

has no choice but to marry her. A woeful ceremony soon takes place. Despite his visible anguish, his 

“olde wyf  lay smylynge everemo” (1086) entreating him to explain why he’s so miserable. The Knight 

complains that she is ugly, old, and born from a lowly class. 

The old woman in King Arthur’s time counters with primarily Christian arguments addressing 

each of  his complaints, a tactic we witnessed the Wife of  Bath use. Parallels between the two women 

grow as the old maid tries to convince her young handsome husband with a history of  harming 

women (just like Janekins) to respect her humble status, her poverty, and her maturity. She waxes on 

the flawed idea that noble ancestors determine an individual’s virtue, concluding that an individual’s 

grace is purely a result of  their religious devotion. Next, she reminds the Knight that Jesus “In wilful 

poverte chees to lyve his lyf ” (1179). Further, she states age is something to be respected, not 

ridiculed. Finally, she says the Knight should see her foulness as a “grete wardeyn upon 

chastitee” (1216). Yet, after the Knight’s new wife establishes why these “lower” aspects of  her nature 

are genuine assets to her husband, she still offers to “fulfille [his] worldly appetit” (1218).  

She poses two possibilities for her partner that span either extreme of  conflicting male desires. 

She could stay “foul and old til that [she] deye” so that the Knight never doubts the fidelity of  his 
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“trewe, [and] humble wyf ” (1220-1221) or he may have her “young and fair” but risk losing her to the 

suitors who will swarm (1223). The Knight gets the chance to choose his fate: to submit to love, 

succumb to lust, or apply the lessons he learned on the Queen’s quest. Wisely choosing not to choose, 

he implores “My lady and my love.. Put me in you’re wise governance” (1230-1231).  

These are the magic words, his purposeful application of  the lesson which narrowly saved his 

life. The old woman states her anger is gone, and his will be too, for she will be “both fair and 

good” (1241). She transforms into a ravishing young woman and everything’s resolved, he kisses her 

“A thousand tyme a-rewe … And she obeyed him in every thyng” for the rest of  their marriage 

(1254-1255). Though he suffers a year of  uncertainty and short-lived resentment for the witch who 

wants to be his wife, the tale concludes with the Knight literally getting “everything” he wants: mercy, 

redemption, and a beautiful, youthful and loyal life-partner. His woman embodies the extreme and 

opposite demands of  male attraction. Likewise, once Janekins gives the Wife of  Bath decision making 

power and full determination of  their finances, their marriage bed turns blissful and they never fight 

again.  

Is there something magical and almost impossible about these resolutions? If  a husband is 

willing to submit himself  to the governance of  the opposite sex, which he’s been constantly reminded 

is cognitively and ethically inferior, then his woman will make abundant all he desired but never 

dreamed could be his? Again, we must ask, is this a fantastic conclusion the Wife of  Bath arrives at 

because it’s her ideal, a misrepresentation of  female power she makes to support her flawed thesis?  

Maybe the forces of  Venus really are extraordinary and inexplicable, like the elves and fairies in 

King Arthur’s time. Maybe woman’s wisdom is as incomprehensible to man as curvature is to one who 

built his world with straight edges, one need only consider the effect on Janekins of  our narrator’s 

strange dream sequence and fake death. Our old woman turned young maiden proves that the forest 

fairies are not malevolent sources of  witchcraft which combust at the mention of  Christ. She 

demonstrates supernatural abilities but is well versed in the values of  the Lord. God did not expel 
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these magical creatures from the forest. The friars and other male enforcers of  Christianity did 

because they misinterpreted the spirit of  this magic. Threatened by what they could not comprehend, 

they banished and rebranded these mysteries “black magic.” Similarly, scholars spent centuries shaming 

the organic, enigmatic beauty of  female sexuality, condemning it a false and flesh-based sorcery. Man 

could not understand it or control it so he called it occult, irreligious, immoral. A vehemently 

misogynistic male must experience female mercy, be humbled before a woman’s kindness. Only then 

does he notice her beauty as a gift of  God, not a demonic distraction. Only then does he consider her 

commitment to lifelong marriage a real promise, not a selfish ploy. 

 Janekins spent years stockpiling religious and academic texts to defend against the “dark” arts 

of  female persuasion. But when the Wife of  Bath begs him for a kiss after being beaten, her mercy 

must have seemed miraculous and too good to be true, impossible given his existing expectations of  

the female sex. Of  course, the longer and more fervently one loathes womankind the more absurdly 

wonderful she will seem when she is kind and loving. Though man has made it so that she has little 

self-determination and few weapons besides seduction and manipulation, a virtuous female act is 

necessary to instigate his reformation. It is still a woman’s job to make her partner realize that the 

“irrational” female influence is just as natural and moral as man’s own.  

Thus, we see that women in the Wife of  Bath’s world save themselves, reverse their submissive 

social position, and earn the sovereignty they so deserve. Though the religious and academic sexism of  

13th century England has certainly infiltrated our narrator’s worldview, she does not let misogynistic 

sentiments of  female immorality restrain her from exercising power. If  anything, she offers these 

scholarly stereotypes as evidence of  inevitable female rule. Centuries of  male authority have chased 

virtue from the female form, scholars refuse to portray any woman except the diabolical vixen hell-

bent on man’s demise. But the Wife of  Bath reveals that all this effort to combat the innate power of  

femininity, to warp in into something wicked, is for naught. These sexist expectations only increase the 

mystery and magnificence of  female mercy, it accentuates woman’s virtue when it eventually becomes 

visible. Despite Mercury’s best attempts to smother the magnetic influence of  Venus, men will never 
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be able to extinguish the flame of  female power. They are equal opposite forces, and the crueler clerks 

get the more creative womankind will be. Though legally bereft of  citizenship, suffrage, and authority, 

the Wife of  Bath proves that women will always find a way to exert control over their lives. Like true 

sovereigns, wives grow fluent in the art of  manipulation, flirtation, and public vilification. But 

inevitably (albeit infrequently) husbands encounter what lies beneath this calculated facade, an 

unrivaled capacity for both leniency and love. 
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